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Sawney going ‘ bock? again.—It ap
pears by the following article from the New
York Transcript, that the authorities of that
city are about taking measures to re-ship
and send back the Irish paupers, who are
pouring into our country in such vast num
bers as to threaten detriment to our institu
tions and society. We hope Congress will
wake up to this subject another session,
and in their wisdom devise some means to
abate this evil.—Portland Cour.

Foreign Paupers.—The newspapers
have from time to time teemed with ac-*
-counts of the numbers of emigrant paupers
■sent from Great Britain to our shores, for
the purpose of ridding that country of a por
tion of its useless and superabundant popu
lation. The evil has been gradually and
progressively increasing, until at last it has
been found to have attained a height which
renders it absolutely necessary that some
precautionary and preventive measure
should be taken on this side of the water.
On Thursday last several aged, decrepid
and destitute persons applied for admission
into the Alms House, but from the crowded
state of that establishment, their admission
therein was impracticable, and they were
sent away with a slight temporary relief for
their urgent necessities, until some order
could be taken in the emergency.
It is satisfactorily ascertained that there
are now 1800 poor people, inmates of the
Alms’ House, and entirely dependant upon
the public bounty. The premises of the
Bellevue establishment are so thronged that
it is not possible to find room for the ad
mission of the most deplorable cases of dis
tress, without turning adrift some of the re
cipients of the public charity, and unless
some measures are immediately adopted,
the object and design of an Alms House will
be defeated, and human misery be left with
out succour or consolation.
The emigrants, and other poor people,
who inhabit the Bellevue alms house, are
principally from England and Ireland, but
the proportion is by no means equal, as the
latter outnumber the former nearly 200 to
1. There exists no reasonable doubt that
the majority of these objects are sent out
from the United Kingdom by the parochial
authorities in England, and the agents of the
landed proprietors in Ireland, to diminish
the poor rates in the one country, and to get
rid of a burthen upon the soil in the other.
Now as we have no objection to welcome
the able-bodied and industrious emigrant
who will benefit the land of his adoption by
the labour of his hands, and rear up a stur
dy progeny to fill the vacant places of our
soil, extend the limits of our frontiers, and
repay in kind the hospitality extended to
them by the fair-armed host of nationals
who takes to her broad bosom the exile from
every clime, and shews them the pleasant
road to comfort and wealth ; yet we do not
see the reason or propriety of having our
country made one universal pauper, or lazar house, filled with useless beings who are
a burden in a land where every body works,
and where labor is the condition of our dai
ly bread.
These are among the considerations
which have induced the guardians of the
public fund for charitable purposes, and the
¿almoners of its bounty, to determine upon
¿lessening the number of these unfortunate
persons, by sending them back to the soil
ifrom whence they spring, and which, by the
laws of nature, and of man, is bound to pro
vide for their subsistence. Those who have
arrived the most recently, and are best able
to bear the voyage, will be shipped to their
native country with all convenient despatch
—the Englishman to be again supported by
lhe poor rates, which the law of his country
has expressly appropriated for his mainte
nance in sickness and destitution, on the
principle that those who are born on the
■soil shall be supported by the soil—and the
Irishman to be fed and tended at the cost of
the heartless and rapacious absentee propri
etor, whose cupidity or neglect has made
Ireland what it is.
The expense of deportation will be much
less than that incurred by retaining them
here, at the public charge ; and this measure
will not only have the effect of lessening the
pressure of the present evil, but will most
probably prevent its recurrence. For when
they find that their paupers are brought
back to them, they will not be so ready to
throw away the money expended in con
veying them across the Atlantic.
An idea has gone abroad, that the British
government was instrumental in encouraging
this pauper emigration.
This is not the
case ; it is the work of the local authorities
only, church wardens, overseers and vestry,
who exercise jurisdiction in the internal
regime of the ten thousand parishes into
which England is divided, and who are only
controlled by the local magistrate, between
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whom and the Secretary of State no imme
diate or direct intercourse regularly prevails.
The whole affair is settled by the overseers,
the poor-rates defray the cost of passage,
and the municipal revenues of New York
are saddled to relieve the poor rates from
the Land’s End to Cape Clear.

Judge Paine and the Portland Bar.—
Among the anecdotes told of the late Judge
Paine is the following.
The Portland Bar, desirous of paying a
compliment to the Supreme Court on its
first holding a session in Cumberland coun
ty—chose a large and respectable commit
tee, to meet the Judge some small distance
from town and express to him their great res
pect for the Judiciary and congratulating his
Honor, and welcome him to their legal abode. The late Solicitor General was on
the committee, and we believe prepared the
address to be delivered to the Judge. This
committee, with others on horseback, ma
king quite a cavalcade, hearing of the ap
proach of the Judge, proceeded to meet
him—the chairman of the committee led the
van—the road being narrow, their meeting
necessarily brought his Honor to a stand —
his old horses nearly exhausted by the
journey were not unwilling to stop, but the
Judge was already much chafed by the^ jolt
ing of his vehicle over rocks and stumps,
and to be>unexpectedly interrupted on the
highway, at the moment when he fancied
himself safe in Portland, was too much for
his temper, naturally irritable, to bear.
The chairman undertook to state the ob
ject of his address, that he had the honor of
being chairman of a highly respectable com
mittee to make known the high considera
tion in which his Honor was held by the
Portland Bar. The Judge, instead of listen
ing to the strains of adulation urged upon
him—-demanded to know what was the
cause of the tumult and interruption. Again the chairman, raising his voice, began
to make bis speech—the Judge again rais
ing his voice (always loudj cried out,
“ clear the road-clear the road,”—a third
attempt was made to be delivered of a well
cut and dried speech, but the Judge losing
all patience, rose up and putting his head
out of the vehicle, he proclaimed in a strain
worthy of the days of Shays’ rebellion, “ dis
perse and begone every one of you—I’ll
teach you better manners than to block up
the highway in this manner, and besides, i
will have you all indicted fora riot, and the
town for its bad roads.” The cavalcade
dispersed—and the Judge finished out his
journey, and a good speech was nearly all
lost.—The subject of this story was a man
of strong mind and quick passions, rough in
his manner—nothing so much degraded his
feelings as bad roads. He never gave a
charge to the Jury that he did not enjoin it
upon them to present all highways out of
repair. The above singular circumstance
was never forgotten and was the subject of
much pleasantry among the members of the
profession.

Attempted Sale oj a Wife.—On Satur
day afternoon an Englishman, who said his
name was Jehiel Jones, that he was a mason
by trade, and had arrived here with his wife
and family, early the present month, made
his appearance in the vicinity of the horse
market with his wife, whom he had tied by
the arm with a handkerchief, and who walk
ed a little in bis rear, with downcast eyes,
and her hands clenched before her. Behind
them both followed three little children, ap
parently of the ages of 5, 4 and 3 years, the
middle one a boy, barefooted and in rags.
The clothing of the mother, who was in her
stocking feet, though ragged, appeared
cleanly • her hair was smoothly disposed of,
and her appearance was decidedly to her
advantage. She might have been 28 years
old, but not more ; her husband was per
haps five years her senior. In this fashion
they walked about in the vicinity of the
market more than an hour before they were
spoken to by any person, though the singu
larity of their appearance and movements
attracted the notice of a good many.—Curi
osity finally prompted several individuals to
accost them, and in reply to their queries,
Jones stated that he had brought his wife
there to sell, to provide means for rescuing
the children from starvation. He was
somewhat surprised when told that such
things were not tolerated here, and said it
was often done in England, even against the
consent of the wife ; and as Mrs. Jones had
acceded to the measure for the sake of her
starving little ones, he appeared to think it
particularly hard that it could not be done
here.—Quite a large collection of persons,
attracted by the novelty of the thing, soon
gathered about them, amongst whom a con
tribution, amounting to nearly six dollars,
was made and presented to them—which
sum they appeared to consider almost a
princely fortune. One of the gentlemen
present gave this distressed family a shelter
in his barn, till something better could be
done for them, and they were soon supplied
by families in the vicinity with food and
covering sufficient to make them comforta
ble over Sunday. It appeared from their
statement that they had been transported to
this country by the parish authorities of
Bristol, by whom they had been maintained
for several months, a white swelling on his
leg having disabled the father from labor.
He is now, however, already recovered from
his lameness, and will soon be able to go to
Procession of Rats.—A correspondent
work—of which he soon will have abun informs us that he witnessed on Monday
dance, and good pay.—N. Y. Sun,
night on one of the docks a little above Ful
ton market, a regular procession of the
American Heroism.—The Algemeine wharf breed of rats, which was some five
Zeitung, a Gazette published in Vienna, minutes in passing. The creatures did not,
gives an account of the upsetting of a pleas however, ape a regular funeral or a fourth of
ure boat in the river there, by which the July procession ; but simply passed, one by
Princess Adelaide Sophia was precipitated one, towards a particular point; and after
into the water, and would haye drowned, if all had passed, our correspondent had the
it had not been for the heroic exertions of curiosity to examine what speculation such
Mr. Bell, a young American gentleman, son a multitude of the fraternity were upon.
of Dr. Bell, of Charleston, S. C. who hap Upon a closer examination, he ascertained
pened to be near, in another pleasure boat, that they had obtained an entrance into a
immediately plunged into the river, (without barrel of ship bread ; and soon after, every
knowing the quality of the lady, J and res one of the animals returned, each carrying a
cued her from a watery grave.—He was portion of sea biscuit. No less than forty
next day invited to the imperial palace, seven were counted engaged in this busi
where he was presented by the lovely So ness.—N. Y. [Sun.
phia herself with a breast-pin, studded with
diamonds, valued at twenty thousand dol
Spiders.—Of all living creatures spiders
lars. Our correspondent, to whom we are are the most pugnacious. Under no cir
indebted for the paper, states thatli it is im cumstances whatever can they meet each
possible to conceive how high the Nation other without fighting. Whoever wishes to
Americanische stands in this capital. The see their battles may easily manage it. Let
Austrian court is certainly the proudest in him on a fine August morning, when the
Europe, yet the arch duke has lately been hedges and bushes are swarming with their
heard to say that an American gentleman webs, lift one, web and all, with a twig, and
is fully on a par with an Austrian Noble let him down softly by his thread on the
man. I should not therefore be surprised centre of another web, where sits a fellow
if something further grew out of this matter his likely match in point of size, and to it
—particularly as young Bell is remarkably they go immediately. If a fly or any other
handsome and intelligent.”
proper bait be dropped into a web, and four
N. Y. Daily Adv.
or five spiders be brought to the plunder,
the battle rages like Waterloo. The lean
A correspondent tells us of a servant girl, red spider with long legs beats the rest all
who being told by the mistress to bring the hollow. In their rage their bodies shiver
horse into the kitchen, and hang the clothes like the feathers of a turkey cock. It is not
which she was ironing upon it to dry, ac generally known that spiders have eight eyes
tually went to the stable, took out a favorite in their heads.
nag, led him into the kitchen despite of his
There is a good story extant of an old
bashfulness, and then covered him with the and a young lawyer in Court. The elder
clean shirts and sundry unmentionable arti ly man was troubled and became vexed by
cles intended only to cover the species the shrewd management and superior law
biped.
knowledge of the youth, in a cause pending,
The same correspondent mentions anoth inasmuch that he Jet himself down by pro
er instance of mistake in the same servant fane and undignified remarks.
The young
girl, scarcely less amusing. Being told to man appealed to the Court and was an
grease the dogs (meaning the andirons) she swered in this wise“ Mr. - -------- , if you
went and caught bld Jowler by the ears, don’t leave off making Mr. Jones swear
dragged him to the pantry, and there so ef so, the Court will commit you 1”
fectually greased him from “ top to toe” that
Boston Transcript.
he could hardly walk without slipping for a
fortnight.—Boston Times.
Horse-pitality.—A country girl, after a
short sojourn in the city, where she had be
True to the Letter.—An Irishman step come acquainted with some jolly tars, re
ped into a lawyer’s office yesterday morn turned to her home, and invited some of
ing, and said—a Plaze your worship, I them to come and see her. At length they
have wrought two days for Mr. C------------ , hove in sight, and the girl ran to her moth
a stevedore, at $1,50 per day—I went to er, who had never seen nor heard of a sai
him on Saturday night for my pay, and he lor, and said to her, “ Marm, there’s some
told me to go to the Devil; so I come, your of the sailors coming!” “Well, darter,
worship, to see what you would be after do put’emin the barn, qnd give ’em some
ing for me.”—-Boston Post.
hay /”—Transcript.

Abolition with a Vengeance.—The miscre
ant George Thompson, after vilifying us and
our institutions on our own soil till he was
driven out of the country, is now ^engaged in
fomenting a war against us,—-a war of non
intercourse, or of cannon balls, it is not quite
clear which. We can tell George Thomp
son, and all others like minded, that if they
wish to try this mode of argument, they can’t
be too quick about it. Let them come with
their non-intercourse, or their cannon balls,
one or both ; and by all means let George
Thompson lead the van. Men who fellow
ship George Thompson, on either side of the
Atlantic, may be supposed to concur m his
measures. Let them fall in, taking rank ac
cording to the measure of vengeance which
they breathe, and let the free colored men
bring up the rear. We repeat, if the Aboli
tionists are up to the recommendations of
their leader, let them come on. The follow
ing language was made use of by Thompson
in the debate at Glasgow :
He (Mr. T.) believed that if no other wea
pon than “ persuasion” was resorted to, sla
very would be perpetual. He believed that
the gathered, concentrated, withering scorn
of the whole world, paganand Christian, must
be brought down upon slaveholding Ameri
ca, ere much effect could be produced. If
this was insufficient, it would be the duty of
Britain to consider well whether it was right io
hold the destinies of the slaves of America in
her hand and not act accordingly. It would
be the duty of the friends of the slave to point
to slave-grown produce, and cry, “ touch not,
taste not, handle not” the accursed thing!
Great Britain had the power, by adopting a
system of prohibitory duties or bounties, to
affect very materially the question at issue,
and he (Mr. T.) doubted not, that, if some
such course was adopted, certain of the slave
States would immediately abolish slavery,
that they might find a readier market and a
higher price for their produce.
A*. Y. Jour. Commerce.
March oJ United States Troops m Mexico.—
The New York Evening Star publishes the
following :
Extract of a letter to the editor, dated
“ FORT COFFEE, JULY 12, 1836.
“ Six companies of the 7th regiment of In
fantry, with three squadrons of Dragoons,
and two companies of 3d regiment of infan
try, have received orders to occupy the old
Spanish post of Nacogdoches, in Texas.”
President Burnet, of the Republic of Tex
as, has declared the port of Matamoras to be
in a state of blockade—the order to take ef
fect on vessels from New Orleans in three
days from the date of its publication there.
It remains to be seen whether this measure
will be countenanced by our government.
Boston Pat.

Louisiana.—We have received from a
source entirely to be relied upon, satisfactory
information as to the late election and pres
ent politics of that State. We cannot give
our readers a better idea of it than by ma
king the following literal extract from our
correspondent’s letter : I am personally ac
quainted with many of the members elected
to the next Legislature, and am well inform
ed of the political opinions of all of them.
There is a majority on joint ballot opposed to
Gen. Jackson and Mr. Van Buren. The
Senate consists of seventeen members, and
the House of fifty. Let each member give
his vote for or against Mr. Van Buren, and I
have no doubt the result will be 37 against,
and 30 in his favor. How the vote may be
for Senator, next winter, is another question ;
but I hazard very little in saying that Judge
Porter will be re-elected to the Senate, if he
wishes it. If the friends of Judge White ex
ert themselves in this State, there cannot be a
doubt of his getting the electoral vote. Mr.
Van Buren has no popularity with the Peo
ple ; and if it were not for the constant clam
or kept up by a few office holders and expec
tants, about his strength elsewhere, the elect
oral ticket m his favor would not, I think,
receive three thousand votes, notwithstanding
all the efforts making in favor of the Jackson
candidate for the Presidency.—Nat. Int.

Mr. Lauriat made a balloon ascension in
New York on Thursday 21st ulr. The N.
Y. Commercial states that he landed on Long
Island about 30 miles from the place of start
ing. He encountered a pretty severe storm
of snow in the upper regions, and when he
touched terra firma, his clothes were frozen
stiff—PorL Adv.

No. 16.
Help.—What must be said to a woman who
will send a messenger to another man’s
house to inveigle away his servants by the
promise of higher wages ? The following
has been related to us by a gentleman. A
girl has lived with him three years. She
has been well used and loved the family she
has been with, and was an excellent servant.
No change has taken place in her wages du
ring that time, for no advance had been ask
ed. A Mrs. P----- (a lady /) hearing of her
merits, lately sent a woman, who offered her
much higher wages if she would leave her
place and live with her. She was troubled
to know what to do—the» temptation of the
sum opposing her inclinations. Her employ
er advised her to leave him if she could do so
much better, and she left accordingly. He
doesnot blame ¡her, but is indignant at the
lady who enticed her away. If this b® a cus
tomary practice, it is a bad specimen of the
claim
Boston ladies to gentility. We had
half a mind to publish the name of the lady
in full.—jV. E. (Boston) Galaxy.

New Cure for Fever.—A Paris Physician,
Dr. Rousseau, has recently discovered that
holly is an excellent remedy for fever and
succeeds in cases where Peruvian bark has
failed. The Medico Botanico Society has
awarded him with a silver medal for an es
say on the subject of this discovery. This
will be good news for the backwoodsmen.

A Pattern of Temperance.—Mr. Willis Barnabee commenced driving the Mail Stage be
tween Boston and Portsmouth, N. H. in Oc
tober, 1810, and from that time to the present
—twenty six years in October next—he has
not drank a glass» of spirituous liquor of any
kind—nor smoked a cigar—nor chewed a
piece of tobacco—nor has he ever signed a
temperance pledge.
In addition to the above paragraph,, the
Portsmouth Journal remarks.—It would be
rather unjust, however, to pass unnoticed his
worthy compeers in the same line, Mendum
who entered the line in 1815 ; Robinson in
1817 ; Anndble in 1818 ; and Herrick, of more
recent date : gentlemen of good habits, obli
ging manners, and careful in attention to
their business: as proof of the last, the few
accidents which have occurred on their route
is the best evidence. Mr. Mendum is proba
bly the oldest regular driver in this section of
the Union, although but about 46 years of
age. He stept upon the stage box in 1806,
and was employed on different routes until
1815, when he commenced running between
Portsmouth and Boston, on which route, with
the exception of two years, he has ever since
been employed. He has probably travelled
on the stage box more than 400,000 miles—
equal to circuiting the earth fifteen times! or
going to the Moon and back again!—and all
this without once upsetting a stage, or injur
ing an individual. We should except, how
ever, a man who was run over on R foggy day
in Boston—the amount of whose damage was
never ascertained,—for the messenger who
was immediately dispatched to the place, re
ported that the man had taken to his heels
and’-had slipped off" in a steamboat before he
could overtake him !
Machine for Dressing Stone.—It is well
known that the business ofstone-cutting has
much increased in the New England States
within the last few years ; granite, as a mate
rial for building, is rapidly taking the place
of wood or brick. It is estimated that up
wards of ten thousand people are now em
ployed in Massachusetts alone, in hammering
stone. We perceive by an English Journal
that steam machinery is about to be introdu
ced into England for this purpose. A Mr.
Denton has invented a machine for dressing
freestone, driven by a small steam engine,
which promises to be exceedingly servicea
ble. It is represented as simple and ingen
ious in construction, and effective in its op
eration. It is thought that it will be easy to
dress stone, either fluted or plane, in the fi
nest manner, by this machine when it is
completed.—Boston Jour.

A dwelling house in Dorchester, Mass, was
struck by lightning during a violent thunder
storm on the morning of the 13th ult. The
chimney was injured, the rafters split, a Brittania ware tea-pot was melted and several ar
ticles of crockery ware broken. The inmates
were mot injured, although it passed through
the chamber and under the bed in which
they slept.

The Sea-Serpent has again sent ‘ his boy’
to our coast—probably his engagements at
home will not permit him to leave this sea
son. The captain of a fishing schooner be
longing to Sedgewick, reports having seen
near Mt. Desert Rock, 6th inst. a Sea Ser
It is a singular fact, says the Albany Eve pent 60 feet long—head like a snake, without
ning Journal, and as such is noted by Knick humps, color black and very like a porpoise
erbocker in the history of New York, that in appearance.
whenever any stones fall from the moon,
they are sure to fall in Connecticut !
Shocking Accident.—Mr. Seth Sumner oi
Bowdoinham, with a connexion of his, went
Another Sign in Pennsylvania.—The, into the woods on Friday last for the purpose
Brownsville Gazette, heretofore neutral on ot shooting Pigeons. While they were in
the Presidential question, has passed into- the the woods the latter accidentally discharged
sole proprietorship of Mr. James Lincoln, the his charge of shot into Mr. Sumner’S leg near
late editor, and will now become an earnest his knee, which passed through into his other
and efficient laborer in the cause of Har leg. He was immediately taken to his house,
rison.
and amputation of one of his legs found ne
cessary. This was done on Sunday last;
A large stable, situated in the rear of the but he lived only a few hours after the opera
Pleasant Street Church and Market Square, tion.—Bath (Maine) Inquirer.
jh Newburyport, was destroyed by fire, with
all its contents, on the evening of the 17th
The individual who drove his horse from
ult. All the sleighs of the Eastern Stage the Maverick House, East Boston, to Salem
Company, (valued at $3000,) were in the and back, twenty six miles in eighty six min
building. Two horses perished in the utes, was Mr. F. Cobb, formerly of this city.
flames.—The whole loss is estimated at
Portland Adv.
$4000—no insurance.
The great Mosher estate, about which so
A large brick stable in the rear of the Union much has,been said, can’t be found. Th©
Hotel, East-Cambridge, Mass, was burnt on papers say it was a hoax. How is it with
the night of the 18th inst. Most of the con the Mar stock 2—Portland Times.
tents were saved. The building was fully
insured.
The monument erected over the remains
of the benevolent and excellent missionary,
Two blacksmiths’ shops were destroyed by Father Ralle, on the bank of the Kennebec,
has been destroyed by some miscreants.
Are in Anson, oa tht night of the 20th ult.
Mr. Kendall has appointed Mrs. Mary D.
Troone Postmistress at Darien, Ga. She is
not the only Pol troon among the office-hol
ders.—Louisville Jour.

FOREIGN NEWS
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The attack of Gen. Evans on Fontarabia on reasons assigned by him for the requisition author eulogised as the “ greatest and best”
jealousies, than which nothing can be
of
the
expounders
of
the
creed
of
the
coun

the 12th, seems to have been an action of less are not consistent with the present peaceful
FOR PRESIDENT.
hostile to the happiness and prosperity oj
importance than was at first represented. He relations of this country with Mexico,—we terfeit Democrats. In a note appended to
found the place stronger than he expected, do not learn however that he has disavowed his Oration, Mr. Bancroft makes the follow WILLIAM H. HARRISON. classes of society, and which should be d&
and withdrew his troops with the loss of 11 the hostile act of Gen. Gaines, in sending a ing bold assertions relative to the opinions of
recated by every well-wisher to the 1/'
FOR VICE PRESIDENT.
killed, 98 wounded, and 20 missing. Gen. military force into Mexico. The latest ac- the late Ex-President Madison :
ness and welfare of the community. toPP‘'
Salem
Register.
FRANCIS GRANGER.
Evans, on the 16th, was seriously indisposed, ' counts from Nacogdoches in Texas, state that
act a law for party purpoSeaJDC0 ' ',1'
and confined to hie bed. Several of his offi seven wagon loads of stores for the supply of “ Mr. Madison was alike opposed to the
cers had returned to England, and apparent United States troops had arrived at that place Whigs of the South, and the Whigs of the ELECTORS of president and vice president. unnecessary and uncalled for, and when‘t ’
ly his whole army might as well return.— from the head quarters of Gen. Gaines, and North ; not to them personally, but to their
disregarded and denounced by all parties' *
[unpledged.]
They have effected nothing of any moment. that four companies of U. S. dragoons were doctrines ; and his preference to Mr. Van
ELLIS B. USHER, York.
insist,
in the face and eyes of evidence to’th°
A Prussian officer of some distinction in the on their march for the same place. We Buren, whom he personally esteemed most
LEVI CUTTER, Cumberland.
contrary,
th5t it • works well’ and ‘ meets th
service of Don Carlos, had been taken pris should like to know whether, in the opinion highly, was the result not of that personal es
GEORGE FRENCH, Oxford.
approval of a large majority of theP 9
oner near the English camp.
EBENEZER FARLEY, Lincoln.
of Gen. Jackson, these movements are u con teem, but of love to the Union. The party
There was a serious difference among the sistent with the relations which we have that rallies around Mr. Van Buren, was to
JOSEPH H. UNDERWOOD, Kennebec. pie.’ These are some of the principles ofZ
leaders of the ministerial party in the House maintained with Mexico since the existence Mr. Madison the party of union.”
JOHN MOORE, Somerset.
Democratic party, as laid down in an “ Ad
of Commons, on the Church reform question. of the civil war in Texas.”
JOSEPH H. EASTA BROOK, Waldo.
(t/*There is reason to believe that this
dress
to the Republicans of York County h
The King of the French.—The British and
HENRY CALL, Penobscot.
statement is entirely gratuitous and unfound
Boston Daily Adv. Patriot.
a Committee appointed for that purpose«/
American residents in Paris have presented
OTIS LITTLE, Hancock.
ed. The Charlottesville Advocate, published
the King an address, congratulating him up
LORENZO SABINE, Washington.
Democratic Convention held at Alfred
Steamboat sunk and several lives lost.—A- in the vicinity of Mr. Madison’s late resi
on his recent happy escape from the attempt bout half past five o’clock this morning, as dence, thus speaks in reference to it:
the fourth of July 1836,” which has just ¿2
made upon his life. The address, which I the Jackson Ferry Boat was coming from the
state~electTon.
“ This statement is so completely at vari
given to the world. There are afeWoth
bore a great number of signatures, was read Long Island side to the foot of Walnut street, ance with Mr. Madison’s whole course of
([/’"Monday, September 12, ISSG.^^^jQ
by Sir Sidney Smyth.
‘ principles’ which they do not think proner
| and when about three-fourths of the way conduct for many years, that we have no
to lay before the “ dear people,” such as
> across, me
the oteamnoat
Steamboat Jöoston,
Boston, wnicn
which was
was hesitation in pronouncing it utterly void of
T1„
...
„------------ J • 'n
7"Xs
«7 ¡acruss,
for governor.
Hamilton, Bermuda, August S, 1836.—We j coming down the river, struck
-------- the
—Ferry
----- / truth. We have conversed with several gen
“
to the victor belongs the spoils of victory^
EDWARD
KENT,
had a severe blow here on Saturday night; Boat
io-,. —
___ r_________
on her broadside, near
the bow and tlemen who have had the most favorable op
to the office-holders the entire managed
OF BANGOR.
last, and vessels from the southward, report shattered her so, that in less than three min portunity of knowing Mr. Madison’s opin
that to the eastward of the land on Friday, utes she went to the bottom. The greater ions, and they agree that there cannot be a
of the affairs of the People must be entrusted
Important to all Parties.—“ A bill to
they experienced very heavy weather. The number of the persons who were on board, word of truth in the assertion. Mr. Madison
-one of the ‘ principles’ of the Democratic
American schooner General De Kalb, from were carried off her deck by the water, and was so extremely cautious in expressing him regulate the deposites of the Public money,”
Philadelphia, bound to New Orleans with a the Boston immediately lay to, lowered her self upon any question touching the politics passed during the last session of Congress, party, not noticed in the Address, may be
party of Texian volunteers, put in here for i boats, and sent them to rescue the drowning of the day, that even his most intimate ac provides that the money which shall be in learned from the following declaration made
wood and
water, on Thursday
morning° last.' p«wwuj^vto
passengers of wiiv
the rciiy
Ferry jL>vai<
Boat. There were quaintances were ignorant of his political the Treasury on the first day of January 1837, by an active supporter of Mr. Van Buren
,25
/•it
J
borne of the volunteers came on shore, got I about twenty-five passenger'si on board the preferences.”
—a young law student, who seems to be ex(reserving $5,000,000,) shall be deposited with ceedingly deficient in brains, butwho.nev."
drunk, and fought with each other, and the | Ferry Boat, six of whom aree missing,
„.«.„g, and no
streets of the town presented such a scene of doubt exists of their having been drowned,
The following is Mr. Woodbury’s letter to such of the several States, in proportion to erthelessjs designed for a "professional^
rintinflr. HQ
■
.
.
__
rioting,
as was, 11 can nlmnct
almost vonftiFA
venture tn
to oo«»
say, i rmi
There were also on board the Ferry Boat Dr. Waterhouse, the existence of which the their respective representation in the Senate
never before witnessed.
fourteen horses and wagons, all of which Boston Post denied, and afterwards admitted, and House of Representatives of the United and of course must be heard with deference
They fortunately did not quarrel with the went to the bottom in the boat.
both the denial and the admission being States, as shall by law authorize their Treas and treated with profound respect by the
inhabitants ; for, as it appeared, some of the
made on the doctor’s authority 1
N. Y. Jour. Com.
“ poor” and “ those against whom Deputy
former came armed with the “ Bowie knife.”
urer, or other competent authorities, to re
Sheriffs have precepts.” Hear him.
Washington, 8th July, 1836.
Fatal consequences might have resulted.
The undersigned, captain and pilot of the
Dear Sir Yours of the 2d inst. deserves ceive the same, &c. &c. Assuming that the
“ True, Deputy Sheriffs may have an in
steamboat Boston, deem it proper to state to my best acknowledgements for its numerous amount thus to be distributed will he twenty
fluence with the Poor—those against whom
Late from Texas.—A slip from the Natch the public the circumstances under which useful
suggestions.
millions of dollars, (and it will not probably they have precepts ; but the delegates of that
ez Free Trader (Aug. 6) contains a letter they came in contact with the Brooklyn ferry
The Naval Bill, as to admirals, did not get fall short of this sum,) this State will be enti convention [the Van Buren Convention held
from a gentleman just arrived from Texas, boat, this morning, and feel entire confidence through
Houses, and our friend Elliot
at Alfred on the 4th of July,] were not op
which confirms the intelligence previously that they will be exonerated from any cen with someboth
other gallant fellows, must longer tled to SIX HUNDRED AND EIGHTY THOUSAND ™t character-!« was composed of the
received of the arrival of General Gaines at sure.
dollars. The money is held without inter
ieel the pangs of hope deferred.
6
INDEPENDENT Yeomannj and PROFF«!
Nacogdoches, with four companies of U. S.
About half past 5 o’clock, just as the steam
Our overflowing Treasury, which is so est and is to be returned at the pleasure of SIGNAL MEN of the County."
troops, and six companies of infantry.—Bow boat Boston was turning the point of Corloers often
prayed for, will I fear, prove a curse. the Government,in instalments, payable on
les, the Cherokee Chief, whose hostility to the Hook, and near the foot of Walnut street, But my
This is from the organ of the office holderg
best efforts will be given to execute
United States we announced some days they were met suddenly by a strong flood the
due notice. But it is not at all probable that in this County
law
faithfully,
though
I
have
many
mis
Would it have been pubsince, this letter says, now calls himself a tide, which always comes around the point givings as to its fatal influence on the sound it will ever be called for by the Government,
lished, had it not received the approbation of
Mexican Colonel.—-The Texian and the with great force. At that moment they dis relations heretofore existing between the
and it is, consequently, virtually &gift to the the editors—(who, it is well known, are cer
Mexican army are about 300 miles distant. covered a small row boat, containing several States and the General Government.
several States.
Gen. Lama has sent two companies to bring men, probably eight or ten, crossing the river,
tain office holders and lawyers in the place
The President wishes me to express his
Santa Anna to his head quarters. Gen. and making for the foot of Walnut street,
It would be needless to enlarge upon the in which it is published,)—or at least if it had
thanks
for
your
kind
remembrance
of
him.
Houston, if the letter can be credited, is op and using every effort to cross the Boston’s
He leaves this city in a few days for Tennes advantages which would result to the State not been considered as containing no semiposed to inflicting any violence upon Santa bows. They waved their hats as a sign to see.
from the receipt of so large a sum. If ex
Anna. General Houston’s health is impro the Boston to permit them to do so. The
I believe the ensuing Presidential election pended in works of internal improvement, or ments which were diametrically opposed to
ving.—Portland Adv.
Boston, finding them determined upon this, is to be unusually quiet, and I will not allow
the practice and doctrines of ihe party?instantly edged off towards the Brooklyn myself to despair of the Republic, however in promoting the cause of education, or ap These are the men who talk about
Letters were received in this city, on Sat shore, so as to allow the small boat to cross
portentous may be some of the signs of the plied in such a manner as to create a fund for paws,'Szc. &c. The people must regard the
urday last, from Nacogdoches, in Texas, da her. In endeavoring to recover herself, the times.
the payment of our State expenses and thus
ted 16th July, from which we have collected Boston found the tide too strong to head on
Should we become involved in a real or j save the people from taxation, its beneficial prating of such “ all’s fair in politics” partithe following intelligence.
to it as soon as they wished, which kept the quasi war with Mexico, the surplus may nev-1
sansas of vast importance !—Every person
Lieut. Bonnell, of the United States Infan head paying off toward the Brooklyn shore, er be divided, or will be soon recalled. At?| effects upon our prosperity would be incalcu- who has eyes to see, cannot but acknowledge
try, had arrived at that place a few days be and brought her broadside to the tide, which all events, the whole will be wanted in 1842 j| lable. Even if it were distributed among the the fact, that the Van Buren party leaders in
fore, to await the arrival of four companies swept her toward that shore.
if not earlier. Five millions are to come off i several towns in the State, in proportion to
this County are wealthy, aristocratical and
While in this position, and with less con the present Tariff, in 1841, alone.
U. S. Dragoons, who were then on thentheir population, the interest to be appropria overbearing, that a few persons, who hold fat
trol
over
the
boat
than
usual,
owing
to
the
march for Fort Towson in Arkansas, and
Mr. Adams’ health has not been good the
who were to be encamped in that vicinity. force of the tide, they saw the ferry boat a- latter part of the session ; but I saw Mrs. Ad ted to such objects as a majority of the in offices and are rolling in wealth, manage the
habitants of the towns might deem proper, as affairs of the party, while those who are less
Four wagon loads of stores for the supply of bout three hundred feet distant, making di ams quite well at Church last Sanday.
those troops, arrived on the 15th, and three rectly for them. At this time the undersign
Truly and respectfully,
is proposed by some, it would be an object fortunate are called upon only to rali/y their
more on the 16th July, from the head quar ed were both in the wheel-house, and the
Your ob’t serv’t,
worth looking after. The sum wh ich would decrees. What a compliment do they pay,
ters of Gen. Gaines, who, with the main ar pilot, together with the wheelsman at the
„
„
LEVI WOODBURY.
fall
to each town, in case such a distribution then, to the intelligence of the people, when
wheel.
Finding
that
the
ferry
boat
would
my, remained at Camp Sabine, east of the
Hon. Eenj. Waterhouse,
should be made, may be easily calculated. they endeavor to persuade them that the
Sabine river, prepared to march into Texas probably come in contact with them, the
Cambridge, (Mass.)
steam was instantly shut off, the engine stop
at a moment’s warning.
The population of Maine, at the last census,
Gen. Houston, as late as the 12th ofJulv, ped and turned back as quickly and with as
On the 7th of November, 1811, Gen. Har was a little short of 400,000—it has increased whigs should be opposed, because here and
there one of the party may be found whois
was at St. Augustine, a village thirty-five much force as possible. Before they met rison conquered the Indians and Tories at
miles east of Nacogdoches, which he had not the engine bad made several revolutions5 Tippecanoe. On the 7th of November next considerably since—but the amount for each ¡able to live without manual labor.
been able to reach on account of bis wound back, and when they did strike, the concus be will fight another great battle against the inhabitant would not vary much from one
in the ancle, which still continued to dis sion was so slight as to be scarcely felt on Tories. The Indians will not then be pres dollar and fifty cents.
Political Movements.—Whig Conven
charge pieces of bone, and rendered it im board.
ent to aid their ancient allies.—Lou. Jour.
Now
it
is
well
known
that
the
leaders
of
1
tions,
for Cumberland Senatorial District and
Every effort was immediately made to save
practicable for him to join the army.
Congressional District, were
the Van Buren party are decidedly hostile to Cumberland
'
The story of Gen. Houston’s difficulty with as many as possible from the ferry boat—the
It is said that Lewis Cass, late Secretary
1
at Gray, on the 25th ult. The former
the Cabinet had its origin in a difference with small beats were both lowered, and almost of War, possesses a fortune of one million of this measure. Several of the Van Buren con- held
regard to the disposal of Santa Anna. The every thing on deck that would float, togeth dollars. He has had fine picking among the ventions recently held in this State have nominated
1
the following candidates for ConnGeneral wished him retained as a prisoner, er with ropes, was thrown over, and they had crumbs.—Salem Reg.
adopted
resolutions
against
the
bill*
Mr.
1
ty
officers,
to
be supported at the approaching
and kept safe. The Cabinet wished to re the satisfaction of thus saving about fifteen
Fairfield, the Member of Congress from election :—For Senators, Messrs. Hosea 11slease him. The design of the Cabinet on lives. The steamboat remained nearly an
Rathbun’s Estate.—The Buffalo Advertiser
this subject was counteracted by public opin hour floating about near the place of the ac of Friday publishes an inventory of Mr. this district, and a candidate for re-election, ley of Portland, Thomas Perley of Naples,
cident, rendering every aid that could be re Rathbun’s property copied from the assign voted against the measure. The office hold Joshua Parsons of Minot, and Joseph Lufkin
ion, in the absence of Gen. Houston.
The account given of Gen. Houston having quired, and did not depart until every thing ment. The amount of his real estate, inde ers will doubtless endeavor to prevent the
of Pownal. For Register of Deeds, Thomas
received presents from Santa Anna, is ah a had been done that could be done.
pendent of all liens thereon, is estimated at
Tbe undersigned deeply lamenting the loss one million seven hundred and six thousand provisions of the bill from being carried into Harris of Portland. For County Treasurer,
fabrication. Santa Anna’s saddle, which the
General obtained, was bought for him at the of human life that has occurred, do not hes two hundred and fifty dollars. His personal effect. Mr. Woodbury’s letter to Dr. Water Royal Lincoln of Portland. James Brooks,
sale of the spoils, without his knowledge, by itate to Say that, so far as the steamboat was property is eight hundred andfifty four thous house, which will be found in another col of Portland, was nominated, by the latter, for
J. H. Wharton, Esq., and for which he gave concerned, it was impossible under the cir and five hundred dollars Making in the ag umn, goes to strengthen this supposition. Member of Congress. The nominations
$325.
b
cumstances of the case, to have prevented gregate the enormous sum of two millions five
The latest news received at Nacogdoches the accident; as soon as the danger was dis hundred and sixty thousand seven hundred and The Globe, the organ of the administration, were made with perfect unanimity.
has this language in regard to itThe la
from the Texian army, was to the 6tb of July, covered, every effort was promptly made that fifty dollars.
A Convention of “ Democratic Republi
at which time it was at Victoria, one hundred prudence could dictate. The steamboat in- ‘
bors of the opposition to transform the De cans,” for Hancock and Washington Congres
miles west of the Brazos,—2500 strong and stead of being under head-way at the mo
Case of Rathbun Allen.—The Buffalo Jour posite act into an act of distribution, must be sional District, opposed to the doings of the
daily expecting a reinforcement of 600,— ment of concussion, was backing water, from nal of Wednesday afternoon says, that after a
where it was probable they would wait until which it is evident that the cause of the ac full examination, commenced on Monday af met AND counteracted. Mr. Van Buren, it “ Democratic” convention for said District
cool weather, before marching upon Matamo cident was the uncontrollable force of the ternoon, and continued until Tuesday eve is not denied, is hostile to the law.
held on the 13th of July, was held at Machias
ras, in the adjoining province, the point at tide, and the fact that the ferry boat contin ning, this person, charged with being con
The importance of electing Representatives on the 20th ult. 21 towns were represented
ued,
up
to
the
last
momeat,
under
strong
which the Mexican army was concentrating.
cerned in the forgeries of B. and L. Rathbun, to our next Legislature, who will labor to by 49 delegates. Anson G. Chandler of
WM. H. TOWNSEND,
We believe, however, that this intelligence headway.
was fully committed to prison, to await the have this money disposed of in such a man
Master Steamboat Boston.
Calais was nominated as a candidate for
from the Mexican army, is-not as late as that
decision of the Grand Jury upon his case.
ner as to promote the best interests of the Member of Congress, having 39 of the 49
STEPHEN MANCHESTER,
heretofore received here by the way of Gal
veston Bay and New Orleans.—Phil. Gaz.
Pilot do. do.
Steam Packet for Liverpool.—We learn that State, and who will not be influenced by the votes thrown. (Mr. Pillsbury was nominated
this
vessel, which has been so long talked Van Buren party leaders, must be apparent by the caucus of the 13th.) The convention
Murders.—The last accounts from Natchez
Caspar Hauser.—Although some years bring intelligence of four murders recently about, is now rapidly building ; her frame is to all. Let every whig be early on the
have elapsed since this young fellow was a committed in Mississippi.—At Natchez, Mr. up, and her machinery in progress, by Mr. ground on the day of election—let every also nominated Ephraim Whitney, Esq. as
Elector of President and Vice-President.
nine days’ wonder, we presume that his Thacher Cotton was shot by a Mr. Hughes. Paul Sabbaton. She will have two engines
strange history has not yet been forgotten, Hughes was subsequently examined, and the of 150 horse power. Every thing is under honest friend of the administration, who re
John C. Talbot was nominated by a Van
and that there is still some diversity of opin act appearing to have been committed in self contract to he finished about the 1st of No gards the welfare of the whole people more
Buren
Convention held at Pembroke, 17th
vember. She is to be called the ‘ Despatch,' than the emolument of the office-holders,
ion on the question whether he was genuine defence, he was acquitted.
ult., as a candidate for Senator from the East
and
will
be
commanded
by
Captain
Cobb
—
ora rank impostor. The question is now
On the same day, a Mr. W. H. Fleming,
look well to their candidates for Represen
considered as settled in England, by a recent merchant of Fayette, was mortally stabbed to whose energy and perseverance will the
ern Senatorial District.
publication of Stanhope, Caspar’s great friend by Wm. A. Sellers. The dispute arose about I public be indebted for the first steamboat to tatives, and support such only as will spurn
Somerset.—A whig convention was held
party dictation on this question, and vote in
and patron while he lived. His lordship a debt due by the latter to the former—“ the run between this port and Liverpool.
in Norridgewock, for Somerset, on the 25th
now admits that he was imposed upon, and eighth affair of the kind that had occurred in
•V. Y. Commercial Adv. such a manner as to promote the prosperity
ult. The following nominations were
gives a strong body of evidence to show that Mississippi within a few days.”
of the people.
they who believed this young fellow’s won
made
:—For Senators, Daniel Steward, jr.
Three
brutes
were
accused
at
New
York
Again, on the same day, the Rodney Tele
derful story, were made egregious fools of. graph says that in a rencontre between Mr. on Tuesday of beating their wives. In two
* Among the resolutions adopted by the Van and Cyrus Fletcher. For Register of Deeds,
Touching the catastrophe, Lord Stanhope Elias Barnes and Lewis Watson, both resi of the cases the wives relented, interceded Buren convention in Cumberland was the
Ebenezer S. Phelps. For County Treasurer,
thinks that Caspar Hauser unwittingly killed dents of the vicinity of that place, the former and got their worst halves off, without pun following :
himself when trying to inflict a slight wound, was killed. The [coroner’s verdict released ishment. In the other case the wife, like a
Resolved, That such portion of the nation Brooks Dascomb.—A whig convention, for
in order to carry out his romance, revive an the survivor from all blame or censure—he sensible woman, consented to part with her al deposites a's may be assigned to this State Somerset and Penobscot Congressional Dis
interest in his fate, stifle investigation, and having acted in justifiable self defence and lord and master for two months, in full per by the federal government, ought to be kept trict, was held at the same place and on the
procure his being removed from the impend his life having been endangered by his as suasion that a little practice at hammering in good faith, unexpended by the State Gov
same day. John S. Tenney was unanimous
ing danger of detection.—N. Y. Com. Adv.
stone, would destroy bis fondness for ham ernment, and in such condition as will enable ly selected as a candidate for Member of
sailant.
the state to derive a reasonable income from
. T
. At Vicksburg, a man by the name of Her- mering her.—Boston Trans.
it, and be prepared to refund it to the feder Congress.
At a recent sale in London, of the effects j ring, deliberately ehot his own son through
al government, whenever required, accord
The whigs of Waldo Congressional Dis
of the late Barry O’Meara, physician to Bo- the heart.—Portland Adv
N. Haynes, Esq. has relinquished the edit ing to the terms of the deposite.
naparte at St. Helena, a tooth of Napoleon
trict have nominated Col. Philip Morrill, of
orial
charge
of
the
“
Eastern
Republican,
”
Bonaparte,
Mr. O’Meara,’ wTh
was pe«“ ¡"“Vf V’ HU8y’ ‘
This resolution is in obedience to the requi
sold
for £7 extracted
17s“by
Jtheinsu-umem
”1
published at Bangor, and is succeeded by a sitions of the Globe. There is no doubt that Belfast, as a candidate for Member of Con
younger brother, Isaac C. Haynes.
while attempting to mrbreaeha“^
which it was extracted fetched £3 3s.
the keeping of the money in the pet banks gress.
will be made a party measure in our next
Small Pox in Saco.—Seven cases ofsmall
contrary to his own knowledge, was loaded—
Several town meetings have been held in
Cardinal Cheverus died at Bordeaux, on Having placed the breach in the fire, and at Waldo county, qt which H. J. Anderson was Legislature. When we get the share of pox had occurred in Saco, we understand,
Maine,
it
is
to
be
put
into
favorite
banks
in
this
\
the 19th of July. The intelligence of his the same time kePl ho,d <>f the muzzle—was
nominated for Congress. The regularly nom State to be kept there in deposite, and not used up to Wednesday last, of which 3 had proved
death was received at Paris with the deepest
through the body and expired in a few inated candidate is Mr. Marshall.
for any public purpose.—Portland Adv.
1 fatal.
emotions of sorrow, which will be felt like- ^our8*
wvseifo thi* eountyv, where he resided

preruooston.

—---------------- —

the purpose of marrying agai».

The monument at Old Point, which was
A Sign!—A call for a Harrison meeting, thrown down some time since, was put up
signed by 1400 citizens of Fairfield county, again last week. The expenses were defray*
Stream.It is to be built over the Kenduskeag Ohio, has been published. This county has ed by a subscription raised in Norridgewock

A market house has been commenced at

usually given a Jackson majority of 1000.

wad Skowhegan.
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ELECTION NEWS.
The prospects of the whigs are daily grow
ing brighter. The recent elections have re
sulted in a manner which cannot but inspire
the opponents of Van Buren and Johnson
with vigor and confidence. We give below
all the correct returns from the several states
which have come to hand.

* Graham is re-elected” are the only
Some idea of the Coal ftade of PennsylvaIn Biddeford, Mr. James York, aged 73 years
words which the Globe, the official organ of■ nia may be formed from the fact that 2558 I
a !ärsonsfield> 22d ult. Mr. Stephen Parsons, To Printers and Publishers.
the administration, vouchsafes to bestow up vessels, viz: 105 brigs, 1853 schooners, 557 aged 70. He was the son of the Hon. Thomas mHE subscribers have just completed their
Parsons, the Grantee of that town, from which it -L- new Specimen Book of light faced
on the result of this most important election. sloops and 34 barges, loaded with Coal, clear derived
its name.
ed from the Schuylkill during the last year.
But even this annunciation, short as it is, ad The aggregate of their cargoes probably ex In Lynn, Mass. 19th ult. Mr. Jeremiah Davis, and Book and Job Printing Types, Flowers,
and Ornaments, the contents of which are
mits a fact which should cause the support ceeded 200,000 tons. In addition to the aged 23 years, a native of Limino-ton. Me.
herewith partially given :
In
Hartford,
Me.
Dr.
Josiah
Lancaster,
aged
ers of the administration to pause in their above, several vessels were loaded on the 43 years.
61
Diamond ; Pearl, Nos. 1 and 2 ; Agate, Nos.
course. “ Graham is re-elected,” says the Delaware for New Orleans and other ports.
. a.n^. 3 j Agate on Nonpariel body ; NonIn Parsonsfield, 16th July, Ira Leavitt, son of
—During the same period 70,194 tons Mr. Jeremiah Leavitt, aged 20 years
panel Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 ; Minionette Nos. 1
Globe—of course then, he was duly elected of Lehigh Coal were shipped from Philadel
North Carolina.—Complete returns of
In Windham, Mr. John Rolfe, formerly of Bid and 2 ; Minion Nos. 1,2, 3 and 4 ; Minion on
and entitled to a seat in the House at the phia, Bristol, Perth Amboy and Newark.
deford, aged about 23.
J
the votes for Governor, at the late election in
Brevier body ; Brevier Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 ;
last session of Congress. But his seat was
In Niles, Michigan, 23d July, Hon. John Var- Brevier on Bourgeois body ; Brevier on Long
this State, have been received. They give
Bite of a Spider.—1Mr. Eliphalet Chapin, num,aged 63, formerly Member of Congress Primer body ; Bourgeois on Breveir body ;
contested—the Globe and its followers took
from Essex North District, Mass.
Dudley (whig) 30,260 ; Speight (Van Buren)
Bourgeois Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 ; Bourgeois on
ground against him & endeavored to persuade one of our best farmers, while at work in his
field some two weeks since, felt an insect up
25,147—majority for Dudley 5,113.
Long Primer body ; small bodied Long Prim
the public that the claims of Newland, his on one of his limbs under his pantaloons.
SHIP NEWS.
er ; Long Primer Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 ; Long
Returns for Senators and Representatives, competitor, were just and should be admit
He laid his hand upon it and it fell to the
Primer on Small Pica body ; Small Pica Nos.
from all the counties, have likewise been re ted by the House. The Van Buren party in ground. He very soon began to feel an un
KENNEBUNK, SEPT. 3, 1836.
1 and 2 ; Pica on Small Pica body ; Pica
ceived. According to the Raleigh (N. C.) the House took the same side, and days and pleasant sensation in his limb, but continued
Nos. 1, 2 and 3 ; Pica on English body ;
ARRIVED.
Register they stand thus:
to labor in the field an hour or two, until the
English Nos. 1 and 2 ; Great Primer ; Para
August 26—Schs. Aina, Sterling, Portland;
weeks were occupied in the discussion of the pain became so severe as to induce him to go
Nile, Ward, Boston ;
gon ; Double English ; Double Paragon ; Can
Whigs. Van Buren.
question, and thousands and tens of thous to his house. He found, on examination,
27—sch. Eagle, Bragdon, do.;
Senate
on ; five lines Pica to twenty ; eight lines
26
24
31—sch. Grape, Ward, do. ;
ands of the People’s money were expended that the spot was considerably inflamed, and
House
1 ica Gothic condensed to twenty ; five, sev
60
60
Sept.
1
—
sch.
Ploughboy,
Wormwood,
do.
in consequence of their efforts to oust the which with the pain, increased until he was
en, nine and ten line Pica Ornamental ; six,
SAILED
to send for medical aid. The limb
In joint ballot
^VeP’Jnine’ lwe^ve an£i fifteen lines Pica
86
84
whig member from his seat. At length it induced
August 26—Sehs. Grape, Ward, Boston ;
has constantly grown worse since, and we
Shaded j eight, ten, twelve and sixteen lines
The New York Journal of Commerce pub was resolved to send both claimants home learn from one of his physicians last evening,
Ploughboy, Wormwood, do.;
Antique Shaded.
Pantaloon, Daniels, do.;
lishes complete returns for members of the and let the people of the District settle the that there was very little hope of recovery.
Also, a large and beautiful collection of
31—sch. Moro, Mitchell, do.;
•State Legislature, which differ somewhat question. And most decisively have they
Hampden Whig.
Flowers, from Pearl to seven lines Pica, ma
Sloop Pacific, Webber, do. ;
ny of which are not to be found in any other
Sept. 2—brig Lima, Lord, Pernambuco.
from the above, giving the whigs only 59 settled it—Graham is returned by an over
Parsonsfield Seminary.—We have received
Specimen ; a new assortment of Ornamental
MEMORANDA.
Representatives and the Van Buren men 61, whelming majority, and now, when there is the catalogue for the year ending August
Saco, Aug. ^.-Arrived, sch. Friendship, Dashes ; a variety of Card Borders ; near two
making a tie in joint ballot of the two Houses. no longer any hope of aiding the party by a 1836. Male Students 151. Female 80. To Perkins, Portland ; sip. Carrier, Willcomb, Ips thousand Metal Ornaments ; Brass Rule ;
denial of the fact, tl|e Globe admits that Gra tal 231. Among the languages taught is the wich ; 25th, schs. Maine, Smith, Boston ; Con Leads of various thickness ; Astronomical,
Missouri.—The returns which have ham was chosen at the former election—that Spanish—and among those in the languages gress, Perkins, do.; Elizabeth, Leavitt, do.; Mathematical and Physical Signs ; Metal Bra
friendship, Moore, do. ; sip. Joseph, Benson, ces and Dashes, from three to thirty ems
come to band from this state, since the pub he is now “ re-elected ” Will honest men are 21 females. The various departments of Gloucester
; 26th, schs. Herald, Harden, Dennis ; long ; Great Primer and Double Pica Scripts
instruction appear to be in successful opera
lication of our last number, leave no room to justify or wink at such conduct ?
Content, Chase, do. ; Fornax, Nickerson, do.; on inclined body ;and heavy face Two Line
tion.—Zion's [Portland) Advocate.
Koret, Hill, do. ; Ariel, Scamman, do.; Echo,
doubt that the Van Buren candidates for Gov
Jordan, do. ; 27th, sch. New Hope, New York ; Letter ; full face Roman and Italic Nonpariel,
ernor and Lt. Governor have been elected by
Accidents.—Mr. Thomas French of Sidney, 28th,
O'3The following paragraph is copied
sch. Messenger, Leavitt, Boston.—SaiZed, Minion, Brevier, Long Primer and Small Pi
decided majorities. It is also satisfactorily from the Portland Times of Thursday. We came to bis death on Thursday, by falling :24th ult. sch Mary, Staples, Boston ; 25th, schs. ca ; Minion, Brevier, Long Primer, Pica and
an adze, which penetrated to his heart;
^urc^> do.; Mav-flower, Emery, do.; other Blacks ; Nonpariel, Minion, and Bre
ascertained that both branches of the next never before heard that our neighborhood upon
he was at work on the Kennebec Dam at '26th, schs. Carrier, Willcomb, Ipswich ; Lark, vier Greek, Hebrew and Saxon.
State Legislature will contain large majori was infested with highwaymen, and we sus Augusta.
■Day, Gloucester.
A large variety of Ornaments, calculated
ties of Van Btjyen members.
pect that Mr. Jeres was ‘ more scared than
Mr. Joseph Mason, recently of this city,
At Marseilles, 10th ult. brig Horace, Foss, N. particularly for the Spanish and South Amer
ican markets ; Spanish, French and Portu
hurt.’ The woods alluded to are much fre was severely if not fatally wounded, in a coal Orleans, 24.
Cid. at Matanzas, July 23, Lexington, Wise, guese accents, furnished to order; together
Alabama.—Returns from all the counties quented by sportsmen, at this season, and we mine at Cumberland, R. I. on Tuesday last.
’
’ with every other article made use of in the
On Friday morning, a man in a state of Marseilles.
in this State, except three, are published in 'are inclined to think that some weary wights, stupor and apparently regardless of his situa
Printing business, all of which can be fur
the Montgomery Journal, which present the homeward bound, who would on no account tion, floated ashore in a boat at Chelsea To the Honorable Court of Common Pleas to nished at short notice, of as good a quality,
fòlio wing result : —
beach,
and
in
a
short
time
died.
be held at Alfred, within and for the County and on as reasonable terms as at any other
do injury to any biped, unless it were a feath
In Boston, the same day, Loring Otis was
CONNER & COOKE,
1836°^’ °n
^°nday
A' D- establishment.
White.
Van Buren.
ered one, were metamorphosed by the fears dangerously
wounded by being crushed to
Corner of Nassau and Ann streets, N. York.
Senators,
16
14
of the travellers into robbers ‘ with dire in the ground beneath a heavy iron safe, which HUMBLY shews Daniel Junkins of
Representatives,
49
N. B. Proprietors of newspapers printed
39
tent.’
he was aiding in removing from the steps of
York, in said County of York, yeo within any part of the United States or the
the
Lafayette
Bank.
—
Portland
Jeffersonian.
man, that he is owner of Ten Shares, in a lot Canadas, who will copy the above advertise
Robbers—or something squinting that
65
53
of land in said York, containing about twelve ment three times, and forward a copy con
Anti-Van Buren majority on joint ballot 12. way.—We learn that, as Mr. Peter Jeres, of
O^In reply to the enquiry of the “ Yan acres more or less, said lot is bounded North
this city, with his wife, were passing through
the same, will be entitled to their pay
The remaining counties will not probably Kennebunk woods, on Tuesday evening last kee Farmer," our correspondent “ T. F.” Westerly by land of Samuel McIntire, South taining
in any Type cast at our Foundry, provided
materially affect this result. Judge White between the hours of 8 and 9 o’clock, on states that he sowed about two bushels of Westerly by said Junkins’ land, North East they take twice the amount of Bill in Type.
'
by land of-Joseph Freethy, and South
J uly 4.
will undoubtedly receive the electoral vote of their way to Somersworth—two persons ap ashes to the acre,—he thinks this quantity, erly
proached them from the woods, abreast their sowed according to the directions given in Westerly and South Easterly by Folly Pond,
Alabama in November.
his
communication
of
last
week,
will
effect!
so called, that he is owner of said ten shares
PERSONS AFFLICTED WITH
carriage, with the apparent intention of stop
iin said lot, with persons to your Petitioner
ping their horse, when Mrs. J. exclaimed in ually prevent the ravages of the fly.
Indiana.—The Indiana Journal of the terror, that they had no money, and begged of
unknown, and that he is desirous of holding
We learn from the. Portsmouth Gazette, his
] said shares in severalty. Wherefore, he
20th ult. contains complete returns for Sen the men not to molest them. Mr. Jeres, how that
the Salmon Falls Manufacturing Com prays your Honors to cause partition thereof
ILL find in the use of the ALBION
ever,
with
great
presence
of
mind,
requested
ators and Representatives, chosen at the late
pany have determined to rebuild the Factory 1to be made, and his a foresaid shares of the
CORN PLASTER, one of the
,
election. The next Senate will contain 29 m a loud voice, his wife to hand him his pis at said Falls.
same to be divided and set off from the rest most efficacious remedies known for that
tols—upon which the men stopped. Mr. J.
whigs, and 18 Van Buren men. Of the Rep then whipped up his horse, and drove on as
DANIEL JUNKINS,
troublesome complaint, as hundreds or
(t^A meeting was held in Calais, 20th
resentatives elect, 55 are whigs and 44 Van fast as the darkness would permit him.
by Ch. O. Emerson, Atty.
thousands can, and are ready to testify, to its
ult.,
of
citizens
friendly
to
a
Bank
of
the
York, May 26,1836.
Buren men—a vacancy exists in one district, They soon reached the house of Mr. Cole* State of Maine, which was attended by more
having answered a better purpose than any
where
they
found
lodgings
for
the
night
’
.
the member elect having deceased since the
than 200 persons.
thing they had ever used. This application
STATE OF .MAINE.
Mr.
J.
presumes
that
his
sudden
call
for
pis

election. TThere
”‘
will be a whig majority on tols—of which, by the way, he was minusYork ss....^ii the Court of Common Pleas be never causes the least pain, although it sof
An adjourned session of the Executive
joint ballot of 22 votes.—Noble, the
gun and held at Alfred, within and for the tens the Corn and draws it out by the roots.
...J whig prevented his being robbed.
Council of this State will be held in Augusta
County of York, on the last Monday oj May, It gives immediate ease as soon as applied,
candidate for Governor, is chosen by a large
on the 16th inst.
A. D. 1836.
majority.
Cruelty.—We learn that a mare belong
and is as thorough as it is gentle in its effects.
N the foregoing petition the Court order,
ing to Mr. Seth Taylor of Lyman was recent 07’5® UBMCJmETSjrG. «£0
REMARKABLE CURES!
that the Petitioner notify all persons
The Whigs of Kennebunk are requested
Kentucky— Complete.—The Sherffs met ly besmeared with oil of vitriol, spirits of tur
A gentleman near Greenfield writes :
interested,
by
causing
an
attested
copy
of
pentine and paint, in such a manner as to to meet at the Scho'ol House, in this village,
u It has cured aCorn, which for years had
at Frankfort on the 18th ult. to compare the cause
said
Petition,
and
this
order
thereon,
to
be
the hair and skin to come off, and, of on Tuesday evening next, at half past 7
returns of the late election. The result is as course, to occasion the animal much pain ! o’clock, to select a candidate to be supported published three weeks successively in the caused me inconceivable pain and trou
follows:—For Governor—Clark (whig) 38,- This inhuman act was performed by some at the approaching election for Representa Kennebunk Gazette, a newspaper printed at ble, (after trying various other remedies ;)
Kennebunk, the last publication to be thirty
557 ; Flourney, (Van Buren) 30,491—whig boys, one of whom has since confessed the tive to the State Legislature, and to transact days, at least, before the term of this Court, and having received such relief myself, I
facts.
any other business which may be deemed
advise all, however obstinate the complaint,
majority 8,096.—For Lieutenant Governor,
necessary. A punctual attendance is re to be held at Alfred, aforesaid, on the third to make trial of the Albion Corn Plaster,
Monday of October next, that all such per
A fine Salmon, weighing about 20 pounds, quested.
Wickliffe (whig) 35,524 ; Hise (Van Buren)
sons may then and there appear, and shew and I have no doubt they will soon be as
Kennebunk, Sept. 3, 1836.
32,186, majority for Wickliffe 3,338.—The was caught near Berwick Landing, on Sun
.
-------- r........
,
,
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of ready to express their gratitude as I am.”
last. It was sold in Portsmouth market
next State Senate will contain 24 whigs and day
An Agent, in writing for a further sup
said Petition should not be granted.
on Monday for $10.
HYMENEAL.
14 Van Buren men. Returns from all the
ply of the Albion Corn Plaster, observes—«
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Letter from a Militia Officer, of Tennessee.
MARRIED—In Gorham, Mr. James L. Lom
Copy of said petition and order thereon,
11 I have made sale of all you sent me, and
Representative Districts (100) have not yet
Head Quarters, Camp Duncan,
bard, to Miss Abigail Lunt, of Kennebunk-port.
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
find the article to be all it professes to be,
been received. It is ascertained, however,
Creek Nation, Aug. 3d, 1836.
Sept. 2, 1836.
as
those who have used it find it to prove
that 58 whigs are elected. ‘ The victory of Dear Sir—Having no doubt but what you
OBITUARY
feel a lively interest in the welfare of the
the whigs is complete.’
UNION ACADEMY—KENNEBUNK. the best article for corns they have ever
met with.
DIED—In Indianapolis, (Indiana,) on Satur
Tennessee volunteers, and the Creek war, I
day evening, August J3, after an illness of about
have
concluded
to
give
you
my
views
on
the
Price 50 cents a box with directions.
Illinois.—The Van Buren men were suc
HE next term of this Institution will
subject. The war puts me somewhat in 12 days, John H. Williams, son of Mr. Charles
commence on Wednesday, Sept. 14th.
cessful at the recent election in this State. mind of a “ great storm in a very small tea W. Williams, of this town, in the 19th year of
The trustees have secured the services of Mr. THE BRITISH ANTISEPTIC
The three members of the present Congress pot.” In the first place, there has not been a his age. He was a young man of much promise.
The following just tribute to his memory is co Hale Roberts, who was graduated this
gun fired that I have heard of by the Alaba pied from the Indiana Journal of the 20th ult.
from that State have been re-elected.
year at Waterville College. Mr. R. is much
mians or the Indians. The Indians, I believe,
Renders the teeth beautifully and perma
He was a young man of correct and moral distinguished as a scholar, having received
Arkansas.—But few returns, upon which from What I can learn, say that they have no deportment, which together with his many vir the highest honor at commencement. From nently white, embellishes the enamel, re
wish to have a fight with the General Gov tues, had gained him the friendship and esteem this circumstance, and the fact that he has moves the factor arising from decayed teeth,
much reliance can be placed, have as yet ernment,
or with any of the States. They of all who knew him. He was engaged in Civil
been received from Arkansas. The Van Bu have been miserably treated by some of the Engineering,in which profession, we understand (hitherto been successful, the Trustees doubt usually termed offensive breath, prevents
i not that he will give general satisfaction to
ren men claim the State, and it is not im Georgians, and their difference is a personal he was making unusually rapid progress, and bid those who may become pupils at the Acade their decay, and tooth ache, eradicates the
fair
to
become
an
ornament
to
it,
to
society,
and
scurvy from the gums, and imparts a most
probable that it has gone for the ‘ little Ma one, and whenever they come across Georgi to hia country.
THOS. O. LINCOLN,
I mydesirable sweetness to the breath.
ans
they
take
the
liberty
of
giving
them
a
gician.’
Sec’y Board of Trustees.
drubbing or make them run, and they are To eastern climes, where friends and kindred
An experienced druggist pronounces
September 3,1836.
dwell,
perfectly satisfied with either course. 1 feel
this Tooth Powder one of the best he has
And
love
’
s
fond
voice
was
wont
to
greet
him,
Mississippi.—An election was held in confident that either a Tennesseean or Ala
western scenes afar, he bade farewell,
The Trustees of Union Academy are re ever met with, either Foreign or Domestic.
Hinds county, in this State, on the 1st and bamian could go through the entire nation, ForWhere
none but stranger eyes would meet him. quested to meet at the Academy Hall, on Price 50 cents.
with
nothing
but
a
Barlow
knife
in
his
pock

2d ult. to fill two vacancies in the State Leg
Tuesday, Sept. 7, at 2 o’clock P. M., (being
islature. This county has heretofore given a et, and would never be interrupted by an In He came ! the glow of health sat on his brow,
RELFE’S pills
the day before the close of the present term.)
dian. Certainly there has been a great fuss
And on his cheek, youth’s opening bloom ;
A punctual attendance is requested.
strong Jackson majority—the late election re about the Creek war, but it has all originated, Bright hopes of future life were his—but now,
John Butler, President.
E’en now ! he rests low, low in the tomb.
sulted as follows Moore (White) 667 ; no doubt, from a few officers, that wish to
For Obstructions, Debility, Hypochon»
make
themselves
conspicuous,
and
to
advance
Phillips (White) 627
Roberts (Van Buren)
dria,
Green Sickness, Giddiness and Pal
NOTICE.
~
a few of their pets : and some of the specula No fond mother, her lov’d form, bent o’er him !
pitation of the Heart, Bad Digestion,
515; Green (Van Buren) 300;—Scattering tors, 1 have no doubt, are aiding in trying to
No tender sister smooth’d his fev’rish bed !
HE Copartnership heretofore existing Loathing of Food, and Pains of the Stom
142. Letters from Mississippi state with con keep up an excitement, by way of specula No kind father sought heav’n to restore him !
No loving brother nursed his aching head !
under the firm of
ach. The pills purify and promote a brisk
fidence that it will give its electoral vote for tion on the army with provisions ; for in
BASTON & FURBISH circulation of the blood, when become slug
stance, fodder $3 per 100 lbs. and that new ; Yet friends he found, in a land of strangers,
White.
corn $2 25 per bushel; and every thing else*
Who watched with care, each parting breath, is this day, by mutual consent, dissolved. All gish and obstructed from the foregoing dis
persons indebted to said firm, either by note orders, revive the regular habits of the un
Pennsylvania.—Nine newspapers in that man or horse can eat in proportion.— And strove to avert the threat’ning dangers,
That hovered o’er his bed of death.
or account, are requested to call on Willam healthy female, whose sickly and pallid
Pennsylvania, which have heretofore been Major Gen. Jesup, who has command of the
southern army, is issuing order after order,
Baston, who is authorized to settle all Firm countenance becomes re-animated, and fresh
strong supporters of Gen. Jackson, have re express after express, as if a battle had to be But all their care proved unavailing,
accounts,and pay the same without further ens with the natural glow of restored health.
For
death
had
marked
him
for
his
prey
;
cently declared their aversion to the nomina fought three times a week, really when every
notice.
WILLIAM BASTON,
Not
all
the
friends
on
earth,
bewailing
MONASSEH FURBISH. They are equally conducive to the health of
tion of Martin Van Buren for the Presi thing is peace and harmony. In fact this is
His
exit,
could
turn
death
’
s
dart
away.
married ladies, except in cases of pregnancy
Wells,
August
30,1836.
6w
a
complete
burlesque
on
wars.
The
good
dency and have run up the Harrison
ALONZO.”
or Consumption, when they must not be
citizens of this country are astonished to see
~GRAVE STONES.
and Granger flag, viz Harrisburg Chroni us here ; they say to us, what did you come
In Lyman, on Thursday evening 25th ult.
taken.
Mrs. Elizabeth, wife of Mr. Thomas Murphy,
cle, Carlisle Republican, Alleghany Demo here for—what is the matter—what have you aged
ERSONS
in the vicinity of Kennebunk
Price $1 50 per box.
75 years.
wishing to supply themselves with the
crat, Juniata Free Press, Fallston Gazette, got all these guns for ? We tell them that
Her death was occasioned by her falling into
above article, may find the subscriber at the (t/^None are genuine unless signed T.
Clearfield Democrat, Miltonian, Susque we came to whip the Creek Indians.—What the fire, supposed to be in a fit. She arose in
do you want to whip them for ? They are the morning before the family, and kindled the shop of LEVI P. HILLARD on Thursday, KIDDER, on the wrapper, (sole Proprie
hanna Register, Pennsylvania Sentinel.
poor harmless creatures. To be sure, they fire into which she fell—her husband hearing her 8th inst. prepared to trade on liberal term’s, tor, and successor to Dr. Conway,) by
did have a little fuss with the Georgians but struggle, sprang from his bed and took her from having an assortment there, or will furnish whom they are for sale, at his Counting
Destructive Fire.—The village of Man it was only twenty or thirty of them, whom the flames that had kindled all around her, and them of any pattern.
Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and
chester, Mass, was visited by a destructive the Georgians had cheated out of all they extinguished the same with water. She was
S. P. BRADBURY.
by his special appointment, by
fire on Sunday morning last, about 2 o’clock. had. The Indians do not call it a war ; they severely burned and survived but a few weeks.
Sept. 1,1836.
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk.
The private virtues of this woman—her acts
A Steam Veneering Mill, in the centre of the just call it a personal offence.
~STRAY
MARE.
SAMUEL
POPE, Kennebunk-port.
of
kindness
and
deeds
of
charity
—
what
she
was
village, was discovered to be in flames, which
I begin to believe that we will not have to as a neighbor, a friend, a wife and a mother, the
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
ff^AME into the enclosure of
was totally destroyed, with all its contents. fire a gun during the campaign.
writer of this notice will not attempt to describe.
the subscriber, in August
The flumed spread with great rapidity and
Our troops enjoy fine health, to be sure They will not however be forgotten. Friends
their progress was not arrested until four there are some sick, but very few. I believe will
last, a red mare, with black
CAUTION.
long cherish them in their recollection, and
dwelling-houses, from 12 to 15 other build all the Big Creek company are very well ; as often recur to them with much delight. In this
and tail, lame in the right
ings and a large amount of other property for myself I have never had better health in her last sickness and death, she gave comforting shoulder. Said mare has been estray in this
HE public are hereby cautioned against
were consumed. The loss is variously esti my life.
evidence to her surviving relatives and friends, to wn since April last. The owner is request
purchasing a NOTE signed by me,
mated, at from 50 to $100,000—several of A part of our brigade is stationed on the that her departure from this world would be a ed to prove property, pay charges and take
and Stephen Maddnx, a minor, both of Ken
release
from
a
state
of
temptation
and
suffering,
her
away.
STEPHEN
TARBOX.
the sufferers were partially insured. A- road leading from Columbus to Montgomery,
nebunk-port, payable to Benjamin KennisKennebunk-port, Sept. 1,1836.
mong the buildings which fell a prey to the to guard the stage that runs that road—the’ to enter into the enjoyment of undisturbed felici
ton, of Kennebunk-port, or order, dated
ty
in
the
presence
of
the
Redeemer.
—
[Com.
devouring element, was the dwelling-house balance on the high poor hills in the Creek
Kennebunk-port, June 22,1836, as said note
LIME.
In Lyman, 26th ult. John, only son of Mr. John
and barn of Mr. Solomon Lee,. a veteran
of nation by a good spring fattening.
»civiaii ui
was obtained without any consideration, and
Roberts, aged about 16 months.
OR Sale a quantity of LIME.
the Revolution, aged 75 years—a total loss
will not be paid by me.
Yours, &c.
In Saco, 29th ult. (of »mol! pox,) Mr. Edward
WM. LORD.
and no insurance.
A. M. M. UPSHAW.
JOSEPH LIBBEY.
Lock».
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August 25,1836.

/>. Haman's <Cough Syrup.-This eongh I DR. CHASE’S TRUSSES
within and for the County of York, on the Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos- _For i/_te immediate
relief and Radical
Radical Cure
Cw>D of\
-------- relief
first Monday of August, in the year oj our [ ening a hard dry cough, and for those who
Hernia or Rupture.
J
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with ‘ Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the are inclined
'
t.
to -----Consumptive
habits. It is val
FROM “ A DAY IN THE WOODS.
HIS
article
is
the
invention
of
in and for the County of York, on the first
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said uable for children, in cases of whooping
THE EVENING HYMN.
Chase, M. D. of Philadelphia, honora.
Monday of August, in the year of our Lord
Court :
cough, chin cough, &c.
How many days, with mute adieu,
ry member of the Philadelphia Medical S(2
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-six,
by
the
Hon.
ILLIAM
JEFFERDS,
executor
of
the
Have gone down yon untrodden sky !
Directions.—For grown persons, take from ciety.
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
last will of Daniel Walker, late of two to four spoonsfull, as the case may re
And still it looks as clear and blue,
These instruments have been submitted to
ONA.
SANBORN
&
J
ames
S
anborn
,
Kennebunk-port, in said county, deceased,
As when it was first hung on high.
quire. Children from one to two teaspoons- the test of experiment, in that city and other
named Executors in a certain instru having presented his first account of admin full.
The rolling sun, the frowning cloud,
places, for about 2 years, under the observaThat drew the lightning in its rear,
ment purporting to be the last will and. testaistration

of the estate of said deceased for
Vegetable Bitters.—preparation is cal lion of some ©f the first surgeons of tU
The thunder, tramping deep and loud,
ment of Joseph Sanborn, late of Ac ton, in allowance :
Have left no foot-mark there.
said county, yeoman, deceased, having pre
ORDERED—That the said executor give culated to correct th© bile and create an ap place j whose unqualified recommendation
sented the same for probate :
notice to all persons interested, by causing a petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and they have obtained, as being the best article
The village bells with silver chime,
ORDERED—That the said executor give copy of this order to be published three weeks may be freely used both as a restorative and ever offered to the public : having been found
Come softened by the distant shore ;
notice to all persons interested, by causing a successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, to prevent disease» Directions with the vial. in a large proportion of the cases, not only to
Though I have heard them many a time,
Holman9« Dropsfor Fits.—A. great number afford immediate relief to that distressing and
copy of this order to be published three printed at Kennebunk, that they may ap
They never rung so sweet before.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga pear at a Probate Court to be held at Alfred, of children afflicted with fits, arising from va dangerous disease, but, by a few months’ use
A silence rests upon the hill,
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may in said county, on the first Monday of Septem rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases to effect a radical cure : and thus render the
And listening awe prevades the air ;
The very flowers are shut and still,
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al ber next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, of falling sickness, have been radically cured longer wearing of the instrument unnecessary
The Committee of the Philadelphia Med
And bowed as if in prayer.
fred, in said county, on the first Monday of and shew cause, if any they have, why by a proper use of this medicine. Directions
ical
Society, who were appointed to investi
accompany
each
vial.
September next, at ten of the clock in the the same should not be allowed, and the
gate the merits of the various instruments in
And in this hushed and breathless close,
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, balance thereof be distributed to and among
Holman's
Essence
of
Cayenne.
—
This
truly
O’er earth, and air, and sky, and sea,
why the said instrument should not be prov the heirs at law to the estate of said deceased. valuable and pleasant preparation possesses use, for the treatment of Hernia, reported in
That still low voice in silence goes,
favor of that of Dr. Chase : to which report
ed,
approved and allowed as the last wiU and
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
every possible advantage over that in its contained in the February No. of the Ameri
Which speaks alone, great God ! of Thee.
A
true
copy,
—
Attest,
testament
of
the
said
deceased.
crude state.
The whispering leaves, the far-off b'rook,
can Journal of the Medical Sciences, mem
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The linnet’s warble fainter grown,
Dr. Holman's Cough Powder.—This cough bers of the medical profession are here re
August
6.
A
true
copy
—
Attest,
The hive-bound bee, the lonely rook—
powder is a most valuable remedy for com ferred.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
All these their maker own.
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
These instruments can only be used, with
August 6.
within andfor the County of York, on thefrst long standing. It has been long tested and is the greatest prospect of success, under the
Now shine the starry hosts of light,
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within
Monday of August, in the year of our Lord recommended to the public as one of the care of a person well acquainted with the An
Gazing on earth with golden eyes ;
and for the County of York, on the firt;t Mon
atomy of the diseased parts.
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon. most valuable medicines now in use.
Bright guardians of the biue-browed night!
day of August, in the year of our Lord eight
Direction.—Take Haifa teaspoonfull in mo
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
What are you in your native skies ?
They are also highly recommended by
een hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon. 1Œ7TLLIAM JEFFERDS, administrator lasses on going to bed.
I know not 1 neither can I know,
Profs. Horner, Jackson, Gibson, McLellan &
WM. A. HAYES, .Judge of said Court :
Nor on what leader ye attend,
de bonis non of the estate of Jonathan
Dr. Holman's Jaundice Powders.—This Rush of Philadelphia ; A. G. Smith, of Ohio
ETSEY HATCH, executrix of the la,st ’
Nor whence ye came, nor whither go,
will of Bartholomew Hatch, late <of Stone, late of Kennebunk-port, deceased, powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara Medical College ; and Drs. Harris & Bryant
Nor what your aim or end.
having presented his first account of admin tions now in use for this distressing complaint. surgeons of the U. S. Navy.
Wells, deceased, having presented her seco.’ad
The subscriber, who is Agent for Dr.
account of administration of the estat<a of said istration of the estate of said deceased for al It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and
I know they must be holy things,
Chase for this place and vicinity, was recent
produces a healthy state of the bile.
That from a roof so sacred shine,
deceased for allownce :
' lowance :
ORDERED—That the said administra
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom ly informed by Dr. Coates, Chairman of the
Where sounds the beat of angel-wings
ORDERED—That the said executrix
tor
give notice to all persons interested, by panied with great debility, was recently cured above committee, and Dr. Hays, editor of
And footsteps echo all Divine.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Their mysteries 1 never sought,
ing a copy of this order to be published three causing a copy of this order to be pub in this place, in the course of three days, by the American Cyclopedia of Practical Medi
Nor harkened to what Science tells,
cine, that the confidence of the profession in
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga lished three weeks successively in the Ken the powder. Directions with the box.
For oh ! in childhood I was taught,
nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk,
Also a very general assortment of medicin the utility and success of the instrument had
zette,
printed
at
Kennebunk,
that
t
hey
may
That God amidst them dwells.
appear at a Probate Court to be Field at Al that they may appear at a Probate Court to al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on been increasing since the report of that com
fred, in said county, on the first Riionday of be held at Alfred, in said county, on the hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo mittee.
The dark’ning woods, the fading trees,
September next, at ten of the clo ck in the first Monday of September next, at ten of the dating prices on commission or other ar * These instruments will be applied and fitThe grasshopper’s last feeble sound,
The flowers just wakened by the breeze,
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if rangement, as at any other large establish. ted to each case by the subscriber.
any they have, why the same should not be ment in the Union.
BURLEIGH SMART.
And leave the stillness more profound.
why the same should not be allo’wed.
allowed.
Kennebunk, July, 1836.
The twilight takes a deeper shade,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen , Register.
Dr. Holman is general Agent for that val
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The dusky pathways blacker grow,
A true copy—Attest,
uable medicine,
A true copy—Attest,
And silence reigns in glen and glade—
Medieioesg Faints and Oil,
Wm. Cutter Allen , Register.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
FOSTERS EGYPTIAN BALM OF LIFE,
All, all is mute below.
August 6.
August 6.
or Nature’s Grand Genial Auxiliary ;a specif HAVING taken the stand formerly occu
pied by John Lillie, the subscriber
At a Court of Probate held at Ken’, aebunk, within
ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old
And other eves as sweet as this
and for the County of York, on. the first Mon
Will close upon as calm a day,
and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulency, Indi offers articles in the above line cheap for cash.
CHARLES
HOLMAN,
—AMONG WHICH ARE—
day of August, in the year of our Lord
And sinking down the deep abyss,
gestion and Bilious disorders, Costiveness and
JVbs. 9 fy 10, Penhallow-street,
eighteen hundred and thirsty sir, by the
Honduras Sarsaparilla Root—a highly es
Will, like thee, all be swept away,
Diarrhoea,
Scorbutic
and
scrofulous
affec

Hon. WM. A. HA YES, Judge of said Court :
Portsmouth, (JV*. H.)
teemed article for all kinds of humors and
Until eternity is gained,
GEORGE LITTLEFIEJ A), named Ex HAS prepared and constantly on band tions. It is also for sale by most of the Chronic Rheumatism ;
That boundless sea without shore,
agents
for
Dr.
Holman
’
s
Medicines.
ecutor in a certain insfirurnent purport
That without time forever reigned,
English Extract of the same article;
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the
The following named persons are agents’
And will when time’s no more.
ing to be the last will and testament of Gide following Medicines :—
Marshall’s do.
do.;
for the above named medicines. In New
on R. Littlefield, late of Wel ls, in said county,
Swaim’s Panacea—warranted genuine;
NATURE
’
S
GRAND
RESTORATIVE.
Hampshire,
Kittredge
&
Cleaveland,
Lam

Now nature sinks in soft repose,
yeoman, deceased, having presented the
Cinchonine and Sulphate Quinine ;
This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled prey River ; Uri Lamper, Hampton ; Up
A living semblance of the grave ;
same for probate:
Morphine, and Sulphate do.;
The dew steals noiseless on the rose,
for
the
following
complaints,
viz
:
—
Dyspep

ham
&
Berry,
Rochester
Plains;
James
ORDERED—That th<? said executor give
1
Cough Lozenges and Jujube Paste—fashThe boughs have almost ceased to wave.
sia
or
Indigestion,
diseased
Liver,
Billions
Fogg, Ossipee ; Wm. Gault, Concord ; Wm.; ionable articles for coughs and sore throats;
notice to all persons interested, by caus
The silent sky, the sleeping earth,
Disorders,
Dropsy,
Asthma,
Costiveness,
North & Co., Great Falls, Somersworth ;j
ing a copy of this order to be published
Swaim’s Vermifuge ;
Tree, mountain, stream, the humble sod,
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans John H. Wheeler, Asa A. Tufts, Dover;'
Tooth Ache Drops ;
All tell from whom they had their birth,
ing
the
stomach
and
bowels,
cures
pains
in
Dr.
W.
Norwood,
Exeter
;
John
R.
Red

Gazette, printed at K ennebunk, that they
And cry,“ Behold a God !”
Balsam of Honey—for soreness and weak
may appear at a ProbaLe Court to be held the side, stomach and breast, colds and ing, Haverhill ; Elder Guy Beckly, Keene. ness of the stomach and lungs ;
coughs
of
long
standing,
hoarseness,
short

In
Massachusetts,
by
H.
Haselton,
Haver

at Alfred, in said count y, on the first Monday
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
Lignum Vitae Wood ; China Root; Sassaof September next, at ten of the clock in the ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which hill ; Elijah Porter, No. 3, Washington street' fras bark and Bitter Sweet—approved sub
is
frequently
the
effect
of
disease.
Its
virtues
Salem ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhill, stances for medicinal beer, for diseases of the
Present prosperity of the United States. forenoon, and shew a ause, if any they have,
—It is our opinion, not hastily formed, that why the said instrume nt should not be proved, surpass any thing heretofore known in re Wm. Brown Washington st. and Geo. M. skin and liver ;
moving St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have Mead, Union st. Boston. In Maine, by Dr.
the nation at this time, is more indebted to approved and allow ed as the last will and been
Lobelia Herb, seeds, and pulverized ;
known to cure this afflicting disease, af Benjamin Plummer, Bangor ; Artemas Car
Witch Hazel leaves and Rosemary rootthe Temperance Reform for its prosperity, testament of the said deceased.
ter
having
baffled
every
exertion
for
four
ter
and
Runnells
&
Donham,
Portland
;
Attest, Wm. C utter Allen, Register.
than any other cause. That there is still
years. It has a most powerful influence in Elder Henry Frost, Cornville ; William used for internal humors ;
A true copy—Alter it,
Pulverized Bayberry root bark ;
much intemperance in the land, we admit.
removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant Spring, Calais ; Capt. James Albee, St. Ste
Wm. f Cutter Allen, Register.
Saxon Liquid Blueing—for blueing linen
to
take
and
in
its
operation
so
much
so,
that
August 6.
We are also aware, that we entirely under
vens ; Sam’l Jackson, jr. & Co. Belfast ;' clothes or dyeing;
rated its extent and evils, when the Refor At a Court of Prob ate held at Kennebunk, with it may be administered to the infant with Samuel Adams, Cape Neddick ; Samuel
Buchu leaves, and in powder—a celebrated
Sawyer, Ogunquit ; Capt. Wm. Gooch,1 article for Urinary diseases ;
mation commenced. Then we estimated
in andfor the C 'ounty of York, on the first safety.
Directions
for
receiving
this
or
any
other
Wells
;
D.
REMICH,
Kennebunk
;
Oliver
every fortieth person a drunkard ; now we
Monday of Aug ust, in the year of our Lord,
Real Irish Moss, with printed directions;
of the following named medicines accom
Oatmeal flour.
are convinced from actual examination of eighteen hundn ,d and thirty-six, by the Hon. pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates Bourn, Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel Gerrish, Shapleigh ; Rev. E. Baker, Alfred ; John
WM. A. HAY ES, Judge of said Court:
whole counties, that at least one of every
of
the
efficacy
of
this
medicine
have
been
re

Skeele, Sanford Corner ; Shelden Hobbs, Preparations & CkemicEHETABLE DOWNS, administratrix
twenty were intemperate.
A fearful pro
ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a North Berwick ; Enoch Goodale, Saco ;
als, &c.
of
the
es
tate
of
Isaac
Downs,
late
of
and highly esteemed Minister of the Wm. Winslow, Brunswick ; James Bowman,
portion. Add to this, the overwhelming
Lebanon, dece ased, having presented talented
her
>
English
Confection
of Senna—a pleasant
evils and ruin occasioned by temperate first account of administration of the estate Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church : Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse! Laxative ;
also,
from
William
Walker,
Esq.
an
officer
of
Taylor, Norridgewalk ; Hanscornb & Quim
drinking, and the loss in property alone of said deceased : and also her petition to sell
The true fresh Lee’s Pills ;
must have been prodigious. We believe, in so much of the estate of said deceased, as may the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. H. by, Saccarappa ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton.•
Anderson’s, Family, Anti-Dyspeptic Pills;
—
Mr.
Josiah
Webster,
deceased,
late
a
Mes

05s5’All directions signed in the hand wri
a great proportion of the Union, the reduc be necessary for the payment of his just debts senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth,
Female and Stomachic Pills ;
ting of the proprietor.
tf
The latter of which is a very efficient and
tion in the use of strong drink, has been and expenses of administration :
Sept. 19.
ORDERI3D—That the said administratrix and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
pleasant remedy for most of the Bilious and ,
nearly if not quite one-half. The saving in
place
;
which
gentlemen
it
is
well
known
Stomachic derangements which are fashion
the cost of liquor, is as a drop in the bucket give notice k»o all persons interested, by caus here are as credible, respectable and compe
Caution.
ing a copy o f this order to be published three
ably termed liver complaints ;
to the real gain. The saving of $50 to a weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga tent witnesses as any persons in this commu
HE subscriber having purchased of Or
The Stomachic pills generally increase the
family per year, is equal to about $125,- zette, print ed at Kennebunk, that they may nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of
lando Badger, the Patentee, the ex appetite, when deficient ; cleanse and
Allenstown,
N.
H.,
Mr.
Isaac
K.
Palmer,
of
clusive right of using, constructing and vend

000,000 annually—a mighty sum to be turn appear at Probate Court to be held at Al
strengthen
the stomach and regulate the
ed from a bad channel into a good one, to fred, in saud county, on the first Monday of Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East ing the Patent Improved Feather Renovator,' bowels.
Cambridge,
Mass,
and
several
other
as
re

for
cleaning
and
dressing
feathers,
for
the
promote education, the purchase of useful September next, at ten of the clock in the spectable persons.
!
Head ache and Pile Pills;
County of York, hereby cautions all persons'
Antalgic Plaster, for pain in the side and
articles, improvement of farms, building ca forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
HOLMAN
’
S
BONE
OINTMENT.
against
using
or
vending
said
machine
within
back, weakness at the stomach and lungs;
nals, railroads, colleges, &c.—As a mere why the same should not be allowed,and the
This
Ointment
stands
at
the
head
of
all
said County, as every infringement of the
of. said petition granted.
Anody ne Liniment : one of the best exter
matter of money making, this cause com prayer A/tteBt,
remedies for the following diseases which patent which comes to his notice will be
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
nal
applications for Rheumatic and other
human
nature
is
heir
to,
viz.
:
—
Rheumatism
mends itself to the patronage of every class
proseepted to the extent of the law.
A true; copy—Attest,
pains and stiffness ;
both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains,
of citizens. Even the dealers in strong
GEORGE LORD.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Crude Borax, for Smith’s use ;
bruises and contracted tendons of long stand
South Berwick, April 7,1836.
tf.
Augu st 6.
drink in the end, would partake of the gen
Phosphorus ; Chlorate of Potash ;
ing.
It
discusses
all
tumors,
renders
stiff
eral benefit, by the abandonment of a traffic
German Loco Focos ;
joints limber by producing a healthy muscu
,
NEW
-G©O®S
so injurious to the well-being of the commu At a Cc <urt of Probate held at Kennebunk, with lar action.
London Lucifers, warranted ;
in a nd for the County of York, on the first
Prussiate Potash ; Prussic Acid;
nity. It surprises us more and more daily,
It assuages pains in Biles and Abscesses. JUST received and now opening hv
Moi iday in August, in the year of our Lord
J. G. PERKINS.
Prot Acetate of Mercury; Black Oxide do.;
to find so many good men still holding back
cig hteen hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon. Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed,
—AMONG WHICH ARE—
Iodide of Iron ; Tartrate do ;
in a cause so beneficial in every point of W ILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Breasts in females if applied in its early stage,
40 ps. English and American prints ;
Phosphoric Acid ; Oxalic do. for cleansing
prevents suppuration or matter forming, and Light
view, and to which no reasonable objection
^Court:
and Mourning Ginghams ;
brass with one quarter of the labor.
nniMOTHY WHEELWRIGHT, guardi- gives in all cases immediate ease from pain. Printed Muslin ; Crape de Lion ;
can be raised.—N. F. Sun.
Iodine and Hydriodate Potassa;
Certificates
of
this
fact
could
be
given
if
ne

an of Henry Littlefield, jr. a person non
Battiste ; Furniture & hair cord Dimity ;I
Compound Syrup of Sarsaparilla ;
cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub Bro.
compos
mentis,
of
Wells,
in
said
county,
hav

White damask and colored Table Covers ;
"^*^4 Jfusband Shooting his JYJfc -K man
Nursing Bottles and Tubes; Nipple shells
ing presented his second account of guard lic with the full assurance that it far excels Plain bleached and embroidered cotton Hose ;; and
shields of various kinds ; Breast Glasses
named
"sides in Cathe
the opodeldocs and liniments of the present Colored do.; Kid and pic-nic Gloves ;
ianship of his said ward for allowance :
Bed pans and Urinals ; Issue Peas ; Hat
rine street, yesterikiy came behind his wife,
ORDERED—That the said guardian give day, for the above diseases.—A trial is only Erminetts; Stormant and Rouen Cassimere ; case
for Issues and Blisters ; Gold beaters
who was in the street, within a short distance notice to all persons interested, by caus wanted to give it the decided preference to Synshaw and Gro. de Nap. Silks ;
skin, for chaps and scratches or superficial
every
thing
else.
Many
physicians
of
em

bfher lodgings, and fired a pistol at her, ing a copy of this order to be published
Russia Diaper ; Vestings, &c. &c. &c.
wounds.
the contents of which lodged in her shoulder three weeks successively in the Kennebunk inence have used this ointment and extol its
—also—
Lip Salve—warranted to cure common sore
and inflicted a very serious but probably not Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said merits.
On hand a prime assortment of Broad lips and nose, from colds, and very effectual
A
certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car Cloths,
county,
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Probate
Cassimeres and.Sattinetts, all of which for chaps and ring worm, or any cutaneous
mortal wound. She immediately fell to the
CourL to be held at Alfred, in said county, on riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of his
ground, and several persons whose attention the first Monday in September next, at ten of daughter of a contracted knee, accompanies are offered on the most favorable terms.
sores.
Kennebunk-port, July 23,1836.
Indian Oil and Antique do.—for the hair;
was attracted by the occurrence, ran tow the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if and envelopes each vial.
Indian Dye—for coloring the hair;
ards her, and the first person who reached any they have, why the said account should
Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this
HAY.
Otto of Rose Soap—a very fine article for
preparation accompany each box. This oint
her and who was altogether ignorant of who not be allowed.
HE subscriber will purchase HAY as the Toilet;
ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It
Attest, Wm. Cutter*Allen, Register.
»he was, until he laid his hand on her, was
usual.
WM. LORD.
Camphor Soap—for improving the skin;
contains no mercurial or other deleterious in
A true copy—Attest,
her own son. Vail was immediately taken
Kennebunk, July 14.
Cream of Amber—for pimpled faces;
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
gredients,
so
common
in
many
of
the
popular
into custody and has been committed to
Chemical Ink—for metallic pens.
A ugust 6.
ointments in use.
NOTICE.
prison. Vail has been for a long time a
Vegetable Elixir.—This Elixir is useful in
Groceries.
HE subscriber having contracted with
drunken, worthless character, but it is not At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk, all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied
the town of Kennebunk, to support
Cinnamon Bark ; Ground Cinnamon ;
wi’thin and for the County of York, on the externally. Directions accompany and envel
known what motive instigated him to at
the poor of said town for one year, herebyCassia Buds ; Mace ; Oil of Nutmegs
fir st Monday in August, jn the year of our ope each vial.
tempt so barbarous an assassination.
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the
Oil of Lemon ; Essence of do.;
N. Y. Jour, of Com.
Fine
Slippery
Elm,
for
Poultices.
—
There
vision for them at the Alms-House, and here
Extract of Mace—for richness and delicacy
Ron. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
never was an article introduced into the by forbids all persons harboring er trusting of flavor superior to any spice in use ;
Court :
High price of grain accounted for.—
N the petition of Betsey Doore, widow “healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles, any of the Paupers of said town on his ac
Extract of Orange and Lemon ;
Essence ot Rose and Rose water; Ginger;
The New York Transcript states, that there
of Joseph Doore, late of Acton, in said cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers, count or on account of the town, as ho will
inflamed
and
swelled
breasts,
and
inflamma

pay no bill for their support.
cou nty, deceased, praying for an allowance
Pimento ; Preserved Ginger Root; .
are about a dofcen Distilleries, in that city,
tions generally. The Poultice is made in the
JAMES WARREN.
Citron ; Dried Apricots, a superior article
and in Brooklyn and vicinity—engaged in out of the personal property of said deceased : ordinary way as you would any other poul
Kennebunk, May 1,1836.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
for pies ;
converting rye and corn into whiskey.
tice; thereof to the heirs of said deceased, tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the
Cured Cocoa ; Shells; Chocolate ;
Between 125,000 and 150,000 bushels of and to all persons interested in said estate, case may require. There is another kind
BUSHELS CORN jucS receivWelsh’s Cocoa Tea, designed for the us®
ed and for sale by
those grains are thus monthly used—making ; by causing a copy of this order to be publish which is called superfine for internal use. All
of invalids.
BURLEIGH SMART.
J. G. PENKINS.
1,500,000 bushels annually.
Kennebunk, July 9,1836._____ eply»^
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol
man,
Penhallow-street,
Portsmouth,
N.
H.
Kennebunk-port.
July
23,1836.
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
SuperfineJPowder of Elm Bark.—This arti
~~~~
Clapboards
cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
NOTICE.
GUNS.
FOR sale by the subscriber.
~ urt to be holden at Alfred, in said county, cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar
WM. LORDHEREAS Louisa, my wife, has left
LOT of GUNS for sale at a very low Ii on 1the first Monday in September next, at ten rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump
my bed and board, without any just
Kennebunk, July 28.
i of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels,
price, by the subscriber.
cause, I hereby forbid all persons harboring
WILLIAM LORD. ! if any they have, why the prayer of said pe- throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external
FLOUR.
.
application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes, or trusting her on my account, as I shall pay
: tition should not be granted.
August 18, 1836.
UST received and for sale,» quantity «
biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This no debts of any name or nature of her con
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Registet.
Gennessee FLOUR.
iquid & paste blacking, foj A true copy—Attest,
medicine is recommended by the first medi tracting.
WILLIAM LOBP.
NICHOLAS WAKEFIELD. (
cal gentlemen in our country for the above
sale by
D. REMICH. j
Wm. Cvttem Allen, KegieUr.

At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, î

PROBATE NOTICES.
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Kennebunk, August 6, 1836.
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cosaplaiûts. Directions to each package*

AUied« Augusi 18,1836.

Kennebunk, July 28.

